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Pivotal Native Title Agreements pave way for
substantial expansion of Lake Throssell
Newly-granted tenements for Trigg’s Lake Throssell Sulphate of Potash (SOP) Project
sees the granted project area increase by 235% to 1,085km2
Highlights
•

Trigg acknowledges the Ngaanyatjarra, the Nangaanya-Ku and the Yilka Peoples, on whose lands
the Lake Throssell Project area is located in Western Australia

•

Pivotal agreements between Trigg Mining and the Traditional Owners sees the successful grant of
four 100%-owned strategic tenements supporting the Lake Throssell Project on exclusive
possession native title lands

•

Lake Throssell Project offers a significant economic development opportunity for remote desert
communities with minimal environmental impact

•

Additional tenure doubles the strike length covered by granted tenure to ~70km (from 36km) and
provides optionality for project infrastructure layout and access, supporting an optimal Lake
Throssell development

•

Renounceable Rights Issue to Raise up to $3.3 million underway to fund exploration and evaluation
programs as part of the Lake Throssell Pre-Feasibility Study

Trigg Mining Limited (ASX: TMG) (Trigg or the Company) is pleased to announce that it has
substantially expanded its strategic footprint at the 100%-owned Lake Throssell Sulphate of Potash
(SOP) Project in Western Australia with support from the Traditional Owners.
Agreements signed with the Ngaanyatjarra and the Nangaanya-Ku Peoples have been pivotal to the
grant of these tenements (Figure 1).
The entire project area is now fully covered by granted Trigg Mining tenure, marking an important
milestone in the Project’s development.
The newly granted tenure provides the opportunity for Trigg to further add to the existing JORC
Mineral Resource of 14.4Mt @10.4kg/m3 drainable SOP while also affording improved access and an
area for off-lake infrastructure.
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Field work is planned to re-commence late in the current Quarter – starting with heritage surveys to
pave the way for drilling programs to gather essential aquifer data for the recently started PreFeasibility Study.

Figure 1: Lake Throssell SOP Project tenement location
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Trigg Mining Managing Director and CEO Keren Paterson said: “The Traditional Owners and their
advisers have been very welcoming of Trigg and we have built strong and direct relationships that
underpin the important agreements that have allowed for our tenure to be granted.
“Trigg is privileged to be operating on exclusive possession Native Title lands with a rich history of
productive use and land management spanning tens of thousands of years.
“I am particularly pleased that Traditional Owners support our vision to be a mining company of the
future, producing a natural mineral fertiliser essential for food production which may also improve the
effectiveness of carbon farming as climate change mitigation.
“The Lake Throssell Sulphate of Potash Project Scoping Study indicated the potential for it to be a top10 global producer with an initial 21-year mine life. The grant of this additional tenure increases the
potential to expand the project and/or extend the mine life with further exploration.”
This announcement was authorised to be given to ASX by the Board of Directors of Trigg Mining
Limited.
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